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INTRODUCTION

We are living in the information age, and the tools of the information age are primarily our 
computers, our tablets and our phones.  But it is felt across the board that things are 
getting out of hand.  One statistic says the people spend about 90 minutes a day on their 
phones, this is about 23 days a year and about 3.9 years of your life spent on your phone.  
One study reckons that cell phone users average touching their phones 2617 times a day, 
and the worst would be about 5400 times.  We are becoming slaves to our devices.  As a 
result of this growing problem companies and governments are beginning to take action.  
France has just enacted a nationwide ban on phone use in schools.  Since cell phones are so
often involved in causing car accidents, the state of Georgia in America has ruled that you 
may only touch your device while parked.  The big tech companies are now designing 
system level tools that monitor and restrict screen time.  This is because of the increasing 
complaints that people and especially the children are experiencing negative effects and are 
seeking solutions to this problem.  As a result of this there is a growing discussion on who is
to blame, is the consumer responsible, should technology like cigarettes come with warnings
on it?

  This however is only the tip of an iceberg that the bible has spoken about for thousands of
years.  Read with me Proverbs 27:20, ‘Sheol and Abaddon are never satisfied, and never 
satisfied are the eyes of man.’  The world of the dead and the eyes of man are the same, 
there is always room for more.   In all the talk of who is to blame for the excess and the 
destructive effects we know that the problem runs deeper and lies within us.  We are broken
in sin, we who have hearts that have been made to be satisfied by God alone have an 
endless aching hunger within us because we are alienated from God.  We have experienced 
the effects of sin and have a sinful nature that gladly redirects our hunger for God towards 
all sorts of other things, and it is often through the eyes that we are enslaved and drawn 
away from God.  So as we explore this verse together we want to consider the 
psychoanalysis of our hearts from a biblical perspective and how it talks about the eyes as 
the windows of the soul.  And secondly, we want to look at gating the eyes and how as 
Christians we have to negotiate life with this type of weakness. 

Windows

Let us first consider the context.  Although a large part of the book of Proverbs, which was 
written as a young person’s manual for life, is a collection of isolated and ad hoc proverbs.  
There are portions that have a particular topic and flow.  Whoever finally arranged these 
proverbs in their given order often gave thought to collecting proverbs of a similar type and 
grouping them together.  And v19-22 seem to be a grouping of verses relating to man’s true
character.  V19 speaks about how the inner person of the heart is the true person, ‘As in 
water face reflects face, so the heart of man reflects the man.’  Our verse, verse 20 talks 
about a great weakness we have, a weak heart betrayed in voracious eyes, ‘Sheol and 
Abaddon are never satisfied, and never satisfied are the eyes of man.’  V21 talks about how 
a man’s character is revealed by either the praise he receives or his response to praise, ‘The
crucible is for silver, and the furnace is for gold, and a man is tested by his praise.’  And 



verse 22 talks about how the fool’s foolishness is engrained in his character, ‘Crush a fool in 
a mortar with a pestle along with crushed grain, yet his folly will not depart from him.’
  
Our verse begins by comparing the hunger of our hearts with the grave.  The words Sheol 
and Abaddon are often used synonymously to speak of death and destruction, the grave 
and place of the dead.  Billions upon billions of people have died and death is not satisfied, 
it is an endless eater who will never say enough.  The hunger of the grave is a common 
picture to portray a hunger that is never satisfied, it occurs again in Prov. 30:15b-16, ‘Three 
things are never satisfied; four never say, "Enough": Sheol, the barren womb, the land 
never satisfied with water, and the fire that never says, "Enough."’  And we could add to this
list, the eyes of mankind.  

Some might protest that this need not be a negative comparison between the eyes and 
death, some might want to imply that the proverb is praising the viewing ability of the eye.  
But the connotations are overwhelmingly negative.  Your heart is like a hungry grave that 
nothing in this world can satisfy.  

So here is the biblical psychological perspective on you: every person is greedy for more.  
We all have different personality types and preferences, we have all had different 
experiences that have exposed us to different pleasures.  This is what accounts for the 
variety of our greeds.  Some prefer acclaim and the praise of man and live to gain 
acceptance and approval.  Some are driven by power and need to constantly feel filled up 
on having power over others and being important.  Some are driven by pleasure and live to 
serve a particular pleasure whether it is food or sex or spending.  All of us have the potential
for addiction, and not just one type but many.  Our verse tells us that the weak point is our 
eyes; they become the tools of a wandering heart.  You will notice as you look back over 
your life that you have switched pleasures.  Young people pursue certain pleasures, middle 
aged another type and the elderly another.  So much of our history can be explained by this
hunger.  This insatiable cannibalistic hunger eats up our own humanity and devours others 
in its attempt to be satisfied.  The greatest proof of our need for God is this truth about 
ourselves.  

Our text says, ‘the eyes of man’ that of course should read the eyes of mankind, the eyes of
both men and women.  Although it is true that males in particular are visually stimulated the
eyes are the windows of the soul in both men and women.  Women as much as men are 
ensnared through the eyes.  Pornography, gaming, soap operas, binge watching, Facebook, 
online shopping and wish list stacking, and many other forms of eyesin are common for men
and women.  The internet is not evil, it is a gift of God’s common grace to the world.  
However, with eyes as weak as ours it is an easy and accessible source of addiction.  Do 
you know this about yourself and are you keeping watch?  Perhaps you know this but you 
need a tug on the reigns to get you to snap out of it.  This verse is a tug on the reigns.  

God has made human beings in a wonderful way.  He has made it that we can cause 
character to develop through repeated activity.  And the brain is wired in such a way that 
we want to pursue those things that feel good, predisposing us to those things that give us 
pleasure.  This is a gift of God to you in your physicality.  However, this strength can also be
a weakness.  For example, every time you look at a screen your brain is stimulated by the 
light and dopamine is squirted in the brain.  Dopamine is the reward drug which gives you a
sense of satisfaction when you have done something good, or when someone praises you.  
The new technology causes us to feel a physical effect in our brains which links our using 
the device with pleasure.  As a result people will check their Facebook page 200 times a day
looking for a fix.  Now think on this.  The children growing up in our world today have never



known a time of no smart phones and tablets.  They now live in a world of instant 
connection, communication and information.  Your brain developed by reading books, and 
occasionally using computers to learn certain skills, and you were taught to use it as a tool, 
not the interface for your whole life.  You experienced the time when phones were on the 
wall and cell phones were first invented, then along came the smart phone, and then came 
all the apps, and through those apps the phone has been transformed into a world.  You as 
an adult have had to learn how to cut back on screen time, you already had the skill of 
working and having fun apart from digital devices.   You had learnt how to communicate 
without the anonymity of user names.  Your child will have a very different experience.  The
new technology is not evil, it like most things is a tool that can be used for good or evil.  
However, because of this particular weakness in our hearts we are vulnerable.  And our 
children are more vulnerable still.  Please don’t understand me to mean that you should not 
allow your kids to use devices and have access to the internet, it is just that you will have to
live your life in light of the truth of God’s word and in particular the truth that you are an 
addict through your eyes.  You are easily enslaved through your eyes.  And your children 
will not have the benefit of having lived without technology as the assumed norm.  Model 
restraint, practice self-control, help structure your child’s world according to these truths 
enabling them to be responsible users aware of the sinful inclinations of their hearts.

Just think with me for a moment about what happens to people who are constantly pursuing
the satisfaction of their hunger what are the effects upon them emotionally, mentally, 
physically and their relationships?  A drug addict/alcoholic is the typical picture we have in 
our minds.  What happens to their health?  What consumes their minds and thoughts?  Are 
they emotionally stable?  What do they do to the other people in their lives as they prioritise
their addiction?  This verse is warning us of the potential destruction that we can bring into 
our lives by becoming slaves through our eyes.  The most destructive effect however will be 
spiritual.  The person who no longer has God as their portion and who finds their 
satisfaction in their addiction, serving it as the idol of their hearts, giving it their devotion, 
strength and service, constantly mindful of it and accommodating it in every part of their 
lives.  There are dangerous spiritual repercussions.  We grieve the Spirit, we sear our 
consciences, God turns His ear from us in prayer, we remove ourselves from the church and
the good influence of others.  There will be no service of other sin our lives.  In fact this is a
good thermometer to test this.  If you have no emotional capital left to serve someone else, 
you have been serving something else too much.  Our ability to be compassionate and 
identify with others dries up as we invest all our concern in pursuing our own desires.    

How do we overcome this weakness?

Gates

There are two ways we can answer that question.  If the hunger of our hearts, is an 
unquenchable hunger intended to be quenched only by the inexhaustible glory and beauty 
of God, then knowing God is the answer.  But many of us know God and we still feel hungry
and thirsty, we still feel a restlessness towards sin and feel ourselves a mere decision away 
from losing all control.  So the second answer gives us more help.  Since our hunger for sin 
is like the hunger of death, we need a power stronger than death to overcome our hunger 
for sin.  This we have in Christ.  The power of death and the power of sin have suffered a 
similar defeat by Christ.  The power of death to hold the believer has been overcome; the 
power of sin to hold the believer has been overcome.  The presence of death is still with us 
but upon our dying we escape it completely as we dwell with Christ in the intermediate 
state; the presence of sin is still with us but upon dying we escape it completely as we dwell
with Christ in the intermediate state.  When Jesus come again the victory over death will be 



complete with the total abolishing of all death; when Jesus comes again the victory over sin 
will be complete with the total abolishing of all sin.  The reason why we still struggle with a 
desire for sin is not because sin has not been defeated by Christ on the cross.  The bible is 
clear we have been delivered from the power of sin when we died and resurrected with 
Christ.  No, the reason is because victory comes in stages.  When you believe you are 
justified and the guilt of sin is overcome by Christ satisfying the requirements of the law on 
your behalf, that is justification.  However, in sanctification the power of sin is overcome as 
the indwelling Spirit applying the powerful resurrection power of Christ to your hearts does 
two things.  It helps you to mortify sin, and vivify the fruits of the Spirit.  Finally in 
glorification we will be set free from the presence of sin when our bodies, the place from 
which temptation launches its attacks will be changed and our very natures will be perfected
and never able to sin again.  

Jesus told all who were thirsty to come to Him, that He was the one who would give the 
water that would prevent a person from being thirsty again.  This what Jesus told the 
woman at the well, John 4:13-14, ‘Jesus said to her, "Everyone who drinks of this water will 
be thirsty again,14 but whoever drinks of the water that I will give him will never be thirsty 
again. The water that I will give him will become in him a spring of water welling up to 
eternal life."’  Here was a women with an aching need in her heart, she needed love and 
companionship and she had married five men and was cohabiting with another to try and fill
the gap in her soul.  She had made for herself broken cisterns that could hold no water.  
She was in deep need and following the hunger of her heart she had gone from one man to 
the next using them and being used.  She had a need in her soul, a need for the God who 
made her, for His love, for His approval, for His words about her worth and identity.  She 
became a slave on a path of self-destruction as she tried to feed on the wrong things.  
When we are living in sin and trying to fill the hole in our hearts with sin we are trying to 
seek the living among the dead.  Christ is the bread from heaven, He is the cistern which is 
not broken and gives water which will satisfy.  When we come as broken sinners to Christ, 
He forgives us, He cleanses us, He heals us, He employs us in His service and accompanies 
us.  He is for us all things that we need, our prophet, priest, King, husband, light, bread, 
water, life.  

When we are saved we experience that peace, that joy, that fullness that Christ gives.  But 
on account of the continuing presence of sin, as if having a parasitic worm the hunger from 
time to time resurfaces and we have to turn again to Christ.  Until glory we will always have 
to contend with the hunger pains of sin.  Like a plant in a desert we need to nurture our 
satisfaction in Christ.  We are in a hostile environment that is trying to sap the life from us.  
We need to do positive things like provide the water, sunshine, fertilizer and pruning of God.
Also we have to pull weeds, chase off predators, and provide shade.  John Bunyan in his 
book Holy War talks about the eyegate through which enemies can come.  We have to set a
guard on the gate, and keep certain things out.  

Let’s reflect for a moment on how Christ says darkness overtakes a person.  Matthew 6:22-
23 (ESV)   "The eye is the lamp of the body. So, if your eye is healthy, your whole body will 
be full of light, but if your eye is bad, your whole body will be full of darkness. If then the 
light in you is darkness, how great is the darkness!”  We have spoken about the mindgate, 
now let’s reflect on the eyegate.  We are reflecting on how sin progresses, lets reflect on the
eyegate and how it allows this darkness to overtake us.  Jesus in the Sermon on the Mount 
uses three pictures to expose our hearts in the area of greed/materialism.  He uses the idea 
of treasure, v19-21, the idea of serving 2 masters, v24, and sandwiched in between the 
picture of the eyes being the lamp of the soul.  It is most significant that eyes are discussed 
in connection with materialism, especially in our internet age, where we can sample things 



from all over the world with our eyes, endlessly surfing the net engorging upon the images 
of our greeds.  The picture is a simple one.  Your heart is the house, and in the walls are 
windows, your eyes.  Like all people through all ages you want to build so that your house 
has its windows facing the light, if not your whole house will be dark.  Jesus compares eyes 
that are set upon this world’s goods as the means of darkening the house.  Worldliness, how
does it begin?  By you giving your eyes to the things of this world, and when you constantly 
set something before your eyes, it will constantly be in your heart, and if it is constantly in 
your heart, it will govern and dictate all your actions.  Your whole life will be dominated by 
nurtured concern for the things of this world.  And just like the ancient Egyptians used to 
wash and clothe their gods everyday, putting food before them, engaging in time consuming
rituals for them, you will serve your lusts, and your life will be typified by that service.  No 
one can serve two masters!  Yet if our eyes are given to the light, if we turn our eyes upon 
the light everyday, we will be filled with light.  If you are finding your house is full of 
darkness, that the general atmosphere of your life is one of sin, that holiness is constantly 
living in a choking cloud of pollution and you hardly ever able to catch a breath of fresh air, 
you should take stock on what goes through the eyegate and regulate it more carefully.

The implications are obvious, guard your eyes from dark things, especially as you reflect on 
the natural weakness you have there.  Take negative actions to stop the darkness drawing 
you away from God.  Protect that satisfaction you have in Christ.  Secondly, fill your eyes 
with light.  Chris tis the light.  Think upon His love, think upon His humiliation and how He 
became poor for your sake, think on all the things that are His and are now yours as His 
bride and the eternal joys which will be yours.  Allow your heart to warm towards your 
Saviour again.  See the villainy and lies behind those false loves that have been drawing 
your attention and see the etenrla majesty and glory of Christ.  This is how we bring our 
hearts to heel, by satisfying them in the only thing that can satisfy—Christ!  This text 
reminds us of a terrible weakness through which we can be enslaved, how are you doing in 
this area?                                   


